
5 Reasons
Procedure Areas Are Switching to QSight®
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With QSight, many of the tasks once done by hand are eliminated. For instance, instead 
of manually typing a bar code to take product in or out of inventory, users scan the bar 
code of a product instead. And rather than manually counting product to determine 
inventory levels, those inventory levels are automatically maintained within QSight, easily 
accessible to users.

QSight lets users peer deep into their inventory, allowing them to quickly see inventory 
levels, products on order, products on backorder, products below par, overstocked 
products, usage patterns in real time, and so much more. Gone are inventory-tracking 
spreadsheets maintained by hand or eyeballing inventory levels. Instead, the information 
you need is right there in QSight just a few mouse clicks away.

With greater visibility into their inventory, Supply Chain Managers can make smarter, 
better-informed decisions about every facet of their supply chain, from what products to 
order, when to order them, how much to order and where to place them. The end result 
is often a dramatic reduction in costs throughout the supply chain, from supply spend to 
reduction in overstocks to inventory reductions.

With the UDI (Unique Device Indicator) including lot & expiration date being captured with 
a scan and linked to a 600,000 item database, managing recalls and expired products is 
far easier with QSight, enabling users to mitigate their liability risks and improve patient 
safety. Product recalls are matched up with your current inventory, with QSight alerting 
you to the inventory that must be removed. QSight will even alert a clinician if they try to 
use a recalled product. And for expired products, users set up custom alerts to trigger 
when a product is about to expire. 

EMPOWERS
CLINICIANS

QSight streamlines inventory management and eliminates manual tasks so clinicians 
can spend more time on what they do best, patient care. With QSight, clinicians simply 
scan products out of inventory once they are used in a procedure and automatically link it 
to the patient's EMR. QSight will even alert clinicians before they use a recalled product 
in a procedure. And with product counts maintained in QSight, clinicians no longer have 
to count inventory by hand. Ultimately, this means more efficient workflows for clinicians 
and more time focusing on patients. 

Supply chain managers at hospitals, especially those for critical areas like the operating room, cardiac cath lab, and electro-
physiology labs face tremendous challenges. All too often they are relying on manual tasks and laborious processes to manage 
inventory. The results are predictable: costs that are too high and little to no visibility into their supply chain. It doesn’t have to be 
that way. That’s why many hospitals are turning to QSight, Owens & Minor’s industry-leading, cloud-based, perpetual inventory 
management system. Read on to learn five reasons these hospitals are making the switch to QSight.

To learn how Owens & Minor can partner with you to solve your unique challenges and take your 
supply chain to new levels of efficiency, contact us at omlearnmore@owens-minor.com or 1-866-935-0798. 
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ARE YOU READY TO TRANSFORM YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN WITH QSIGHT?


